The idea that health care providers should disclose to patients and families a harm that could have been avoided is no longer novel. Although it is not quite mainstream, many major medical institutions have now embraced the idea that doing the right thing—being honest about errors with those who have been harmed—is also the smart thing to do. It improves patient safety and quality of care; enhances satisfaction for patients, families, and providers; and reduces malpractice litigation costs.¹ The University of Michigan has perhaps the best-known program. Since 2001, that institution has seen more than a 55 percent drop in the number of new malpractice claims filed, a comparable reduction in lawsuits, and a dramatic drop in both defense costs and malpractice payouts—money then redirected toward quality improvement.²

A few states have also embraced this approach, sometimes known as “Candor” (for “communication and optimal resolution”). In 2012, Massachusetts enacted a law creating a six-month cooling-off period for potential litigants of a medical malpractice case.³ Potential claimants must tell providers specifically what they believe happened, why it appears to violate the standard of care, what should have happened instead, and how the deviation from care caused the injury. The provider must promptly respond with comparably rich information. Such detailed disclosures permit both sides to undertake at an early point the kind of realistic analysis that, in more traditional settings, can sometimes drag discovery out for years. The legislation also strengthened protections for apologies and led to the Massachusetts Alliance for Communication and Resolution following Medical Injury (MACRMI),⁴ in which six pilot hospitals are implementing and refining the Candor approach.

One year later, Oregon enacted even broader Candor legislation that requires providers to notify the state of an unanticipated adverse outcome and encourages them to confer confidentially with patients and their representatives.⁵ If those early discussions do not yield a resolution, parties then have the option of confidential, nonbinding mediation. Litigation is still an option thereafter but, it is hoped, is less likely to be used. Information filed with the state about how errors occur is then used to improve care.

All of these efforts face a major challenge. Although many physicians would like very much to achieve insight, reconciliation, and quality improvement in just this way, many fear that money paid to resolve an incident in which they were involved can result in a lifetime black mark in the National Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB). Per the Health Care Quality Improvement Act of 1986 (HCQIA),⁶ Data Bank reports must be made any time an entity such as a malpractice insurer makes a payment, regardless of amount, on behalf of a health care provider pursuant to a patient’s “written claim or demand for payment”—regardless of whether there was any deviation from the standard of care or any finding of fault.⁷ If physicians stay away from the table because they fear that monetary payment will translate into professional damage, then it becomes much more difficult to figure out what really happened, improve quality, and convey adequate apologies to patients and families.

Oregon’s legislation attempted to avoid Data Bank reports by stipulating that neither the written notices of health care incidents nor the subsequent communications under the statute, nor payments made pursuant to those processes, would count as “written claim[s] or demand[s] for payment”—thereby averting the trigger for a Data Bank report. In response, Public Citizen urged the Department of Health and Human Services to overrule such provisions.⁸ On May 20, 2014, DHHS responded with a memo regarding its standards for Data Bank reports,⁹ and in April 2015 it issued a clarification in its updated NPDB Guidebook, for which systematic updates were already under way.¹⁰

Pursuant to HCQIA, DHHS has long recognized a number of avenues by which NPDB reports can lawfully be avoided: the demand is oral rather than written; the practitioner offers to refund the patient’s payment; the practitioner pays out of pocket even in response to a written demand for payment. Most importantly, the so-called corporate shield obviates reports where the provider’s name is dropped from the suit and a larger entity, such as a hospital or clinic, pays the malpractice damages.¹¹ The University of Michigan, for instance, has long used the corporate shield in its early resolution program, since most of its physicians are employees.¹²

DHHS’s latest guidance continues to follow the statute: per HCQIA, a pivotal question is whether a “written claim or demand for payment” was made. Specifically addressing the Massachusetts and Oregon scenarios, the Guidebook provides this question and answer:

Q8: Following an unsuccessful course of treatment, a patient and a practitioner enter into a State-sponsored voluntary series of discussions in an
attempt to settle their disagreement before resorting to litigation. The discussions lead to the practitioner’s insurance company making a money payment to the patient to settle the dispute. Should this money payment be reported to the NPDB?

A: It depends. If, during the course of discussions, the patient made a written complaint or written claim demanding a monetary payment for damages, the payment must be reported. If the complaint or claim for damages was never put in writing, the payment is not reportable.¹³

In sum, “dodging the data bank” can be accomplished fairly readily: plaintiff-attorneys can pick up the phone, and health care providers can respond, “Thank you for phoning”; providers in Candor programs can initiate the communication and resolution process instead of waiting until patients file written demands; providers can waive fees; hospitals and clinics can invoke the corporate shield and keep employee-physicians out of the NPDB.¹⁴

But is this virtuous or pernicious? Does it let bad doctors continue to practice with impunity? In reality, the medical-malpractice portion of the NPDB does very little to track or improve quality of care, and, in fact, it interferes with the system-level quality improvements fostered by Candor. These are among its limitations:¹⁵

- there is little if any correlation between negligent iatrogenesis and the filing of a lawsuit;
- the NPDB’s malpractice report section is based on an antiquated concept of quality improvement, seeing adverse outcomes as primarily the product of incompetent or miscreant individuals;
- physicians with multiple med-mal payments almost always show up elsewhere in the NPDB, whether via credentialing or licensure actions;
- med-mal litigation often takes years to resolve, and hence reports at best yield outdated information;
- physicians employed by the federal government are governed by different criteria and are rarely reported to the NPDB;
- similarly, physicians whose services are shielded from malpractice liability via charitable or sovereign immunity likewise are unlikely to be reported;
- since in states that forbid consent-to-settle clauses in malpractice contracts, the insurer may simply make a business decision that it is cheaper to settle a claim than fight—such a med-mal payment shows nothing about quality of care; and
- NPDB reporting mandates are essentially unenforceable because there is no reliable way to track whether insurers make payments in the first place—a precondition for detecting failures to report such payments.

Far better approaches are now emerging. In value-based purchasing, providers’ payments are based not simply on inputs but also on outcomes, satisfaction, cost-efficiency, and other factors important to improving health. Although specific metrics are imperfect and evolving, health care organizations have considerably greater incentive to evaluate and continually enhance providers’ qualifications, skills, and services far more closely than ever before. These activities—exemplified by Candor programs’ efforts to do the right thing for current and future patients alike—are far more likely to improve care than often-random “black marks” against providers.
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